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About This Game

The most popular music game is now available on Steam. The easiest way to realize your musical ideas is with just a few mouse
clicks. In front of you is a panel (kind of a launchpad) with notes with different musical instruments. There's a few musical

instruments (Kicks,Snares,Hits,some Percs,Piano board and more).You can adjust the tempo, volume, tonality,key and
scale.Change delay time and add fx effects. You can import and export your creations to saved presets.Any inspired imagination

can be made by this tiny but powerfull virtual launchpad by just your power of thought and mouse clicking.
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Title: StepX
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
LillyWelland inc.
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: DualCore CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: any

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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Highly reccomended for new users and beginners.

:). Very good game! I will wait until save support is integrated, as a playthrough seems too long in one sitting. But all-in-all; well
worth the buck!. Yet again, I’m here to talk to you about another Early Access game! Honestly, I can’t get enough of them; just
seeing a game evolve over the months you play it because of a passionate community and a dedicated development team is truly
a beautiful thing.

‘Watch This!’ Is a single player puzzle-platformer with parkour elements similar to Mirror’s Edge, and a touch of horror for
good measure! I have to say, the guys and girls at Civil Savages have done a great job with this game – It looks up-to-date with
today’s current graphics, for which are superb for an indie title that is still in early access.

The game’s main plot revolves around the theme that you’re a contestant on a truly messed up reality TV show, having to make
your way through a space station that has been rigged with death traps and monsters (If you’ve seen that one episode of Doctor
Who with Christopher Ecclestone, you’ll feel right at home!), where the aim is to survive and collect coins and keys, to allow
you to escape this nightmarish place that you have chosen to be in, and win the show.

The atmosphere to this game is truly beautiful, with everything from the sounds of the metal floor clanking as you run, to the
huffs and puffs of steam and pipework really give you that space station feel, mixed with the sounds of the saws buzzing and
monsters screeching, the game really makes you feel a bit uneasy about the next move you make – This doesn’t help, however,
when the game has some randomly generated parts, meaning you cant just memorise your route each time you play – I wouldn’t
say this game is scary, but the way it’s portrayed and drums up that feeling of tension does give you a sense of vulnerability and
helplessness.

So the question is this – “Would I recommend this game?”

Personally, yes, I would – Not just because of it’s low price, but because of the developers’ ability to make a visually and
auditorily stunning game that has so much replayability, which can only get better through its Early Access lifecycle. I cannot
wait to see this game mature into an amazing indie title, even though as it stands it could be released tomorrow, for all I care,
and I would still be more than happy with the end product.

Overall I’m going to give this game a cheeky 9/10 for being a truly beautiful Early Access gem.

F or more Reviews check out www.respawning.co.uk
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My genes are not asian enough to complete the first stage on hard difficulty.. Didn't like it.
Completed a season with Sporting (Portugal) and finnished 9th.
The 2nd season was going the same way so I give up on this game.
Pay2win apparently. No thx.. Back then we called it "clones", now all those hipsters call it "inspired". Steam is getting flooded
with all those fake retro "inspired" games. It get's really annoying. It's not just this game, but others too. Yawn.. My freind is
making a game about sperm racing and he needed some music tracks for it. This turned out to be perfect for creating those
tracks, it took me a minute to figure out how to adjust volume levels and customize clips but once I realized you can just double
click a clip and modify it this works perfect for what i needed.. Im not sure why there is negative feedback on this game. It is
pretty much the only game that has the actual feel of 4wd. Its really nice having the option to lock differentials, switch to 4Hi
and 4LO. Deflate Tire pressure even! Even using a winch. The only thing its missing to make it more desirable is the option for
a free roam, if we could drive through the whole area, ponds, lakes, mud, snow maybe!? This would be 10/10 but I will say its
6/10 for gameplay and 10/10 for having the true 4WD experience. I wish there was more than just racing but I do love all of the
true 4WD system options. That is amazing. Oh PS, Im using the Xbox One controller and after looking at the buttons, use RB
for modifier. It works amazing!. A nice platforming rpg-like game. Very unique, very good. 9/10.. Only Two Maps.

Performance is lousy for the mediocre Graphics.

Gameplay : Simplest Multiplayershooter.

Almost never anyone online,No Bots you could play against,no Singleplayer.

Generic Fantasy Art Direction..

This is an early Access Review:

Hopefully it will get better Performance, more Maps *and* full Servers.
Maybe they will even add some Magic themed unique gameplay to it.
Its seems to get Upgrades.Including Bots.

But for now i cannot reccommend it.. Not that fun. But a bit. Would work better on a portable console.. What a great way to
show the evolution of a game.

They took the original prototype for the game, and mixed in a behind the scenes look at how the game(s) came about.

Your goal is to find pages throughout the game by avoiding obstacles, and making your way from one level, to the other without
dying.

A first person platformer with quite impressive graphics, and audio, especially for a prototype game.
Having said that, this is a prototype, so some areas may feel less impressive than others, where graphics are concerned, but it
does not take anything away from the gameplay, which is quite solid.

Definitely worth checking out, especialy considering that it is Free.

Don't take my word for it, and check out my video by clicking on the link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ayVptTeTdQ&index=45&list=PLGCO4EfbVB6XXoAnQMUJjoEh3c2BLfHx8.
Technically this game isn't an adventure game, it's actually a party puzzle game with a story. Each player takes turn to solves
puzzles to earns some medals and learn some truth and information. Although this game isn't an adventure game, you'll have to
use your detective skills (deduction and observation) to find the real culprit in each episode.

The gameplay is pretty straightforward, you don't need to solved every puzzles or correctly guessing the real culprit, the story
itself will move forward anyway.

For $19.99 this game is pretty expensive. I recommend trying the demo first. If you like it you should buy when it's on sale
(probaly around $5-$7). I'm not recommend buying at full price beacuse for $19.99 you can buy better games with better story,
such as Syberia, Broken Sword, or Emerald City Confidential.
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